
Derwood Bible Church 

In three years, Sparkies will survey the main people and events of the Bible. Not 
only will they learn specifics, but they will also see how the whole Bible fits 

together as God's plan to save the world through Christ. Each new year, Sparkies 
will also be challenged to recite 15 more verses from God's Word than the previous year.  



Sparks Entrance Booklet: Flight 3:16

This entrance booklet features an illustrated story with the Sparks 
flight theme and helps kids learn and remember the gospel 
message of John 3:16.

Sparks Uniform Vest

Sparks Handbook Bag (Optional Club Attire)*

This bag helps Sparkies tote handbooks, notes, activity sheets 
and newsletters between home and club.  *Provided upon 
request and at cost.  (As of 2017: $5.99)

Sparks Vest Awards Placement

1.  Sparks Emblem
2.  HangGlider Rank patch
3.  WingRunner Rank patch
4.  SkyStormer Rank patch
5.  HangGlider Pilot Wings and Jewels
6.  HangGlider Review patch
7.  HangGlider Extra Credit Pin
8.  Pocket: Sparks-a-Rama team 
patches
*9.  Adopt-a-Club patches (Verse-a-
Thon activity)

Replacement Materials:
Throughout the session, any items that need to be 
replaced will need to be repurchased.  Sparks 
Awana club is on a budget.  As such, we thank you 
for helping your child learn responsibility and 
respect for their uniforms, handbooks, awards, etc.

Sparkies earn this uniform vest when they complete the Flight 3:16 entrance 
booklet. The vest comes with the club emblem already attached. There are several 
benefits to having children wear the same apparel to club: Uniforms encourage an 
orderly and disciplined club environment; they provide a child with a sense of 
belonging and community; and uniforms also provide a place to display 
achievement awards.  Please note: Clubbers who forget their vest (or handbook) 
will not receive any earned awards until the following club night these requirements 
are met.  Thank you for helping us to teach your children about responsibility.



Sparks Handbook #1: HangGlider

HangGlider Extra Credit Cards:

Sparkies will want to progress to 
these colorful, unique extra-credit 
cards! Set of 48 multi-shaped cards 
includes handbook review verses, 
additional memory verses, 
entertaining activities and fun facts 
about aviation, as well as 
parent/child interaction ideas.

Kindergarten

This year, Sparkies will study how God speaks to us and us to Him;  
memorize the books of the Bible; and learn about the plight of the 
Israelites.  



Sparks Handbook #2: WingRunner

WingRunner Extra Credit Cards:

Sparkies will want to progress to 
these colorful, unique extra-credit 
cards! Set of 48 multi-shaped cards 
includes handbook review verses, 
additional memory verses, 
entertaining activities and fun facts 
about aviation, as well as 
parent/child interaction ideas.

1st Grade

This year, Sparkies will study Judges through the Birth of Christ and 
recite a total of 50 verses! 



Sparks Handbook #3: SkyStormer

SkyStormer Extra Credit Cards:

Sparkies will want to progress to 
these colorful, unique extra-credit 
cards! Set of 48 multi-shaped cards 
includes handbook review verses, 
additional memory verses, 
entertaining activities and fun facts 
about aviation, as well as 
parent/child interaction ideas.

2nd Grade

In this final year of Sparks, Sparkies will study Jesus’ death, resurrection 
and second coming. Clubbers will learn an additional 15 more verses 
than last year!



Additional Extra Credit

During any particular club session, for those clubbers who excel in 
their Bible verse memorization and complete not only their 

Handbooks and Frequent Flyer Extra Credit cards (or RE-review of 
their handbook) they will have the opportunity to continue their 

studies by learning these additional extra credit materials.  Clubbers 
will receive one sheet of additional extra credit verses at a time.



This fun wing is a cool way to display 
the achievement jewels Sparkies 
receive. The design of this badge 
keeps 12 jewels in place and the 
wing securely fastened to club vests.

These sparkly gems are fun 
encouragement for Sparkies. They 
are translucent plastic with a 
jewel-like appearance.

Blue Jewels
Clubbers earn blue jewels just by 
showing up to club. Earn one Blue 
Jewel for each quarterly club 
attendance period. (But be sure 
you have only one excused 
absence during each period.)

Pilot Wings Badges Achievement Jewels

Extra Credit Pins

These cute pins are awarded at 
the end of year Awards 
Ceremony to Sparkies who finish 
Frequent Flyer Extra Credit Cards 
or handbook RE-review.

Handbook Awards

Sparkies who complete the 
following are awarded these at 
the end of year Awards 
Ceremony: 
- HangGlider handbook are 
awarded a stately green ribbon.
- WingRunner handbook are 
awarded a handsome blue 
ribbon.
- All three Sparks handbooks 
receive a wood-grain plaque and 
matching Sparky Award pin to 
display on their uniform.

Review Emblems

Given to Sparkies who 
successfully complete their 
Frequent Flyer Extra Credit 
Cards (before March 1st cutoff) 
or RE-review handbooks (after 
March 1st cutoff).

(K – HangGlider; 1st Grade – WingRunner; 2nd Grade – SkyStormer)

Rank Patches

Emblem awarded when Sparkies 
complete the beginning rank 
portion of their handbooks.



*This means required verses recited in each handbook, whether they are new, review or partial; 
extra credit materials are not included in this count.
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